
Common Thread 2017
>  is a space for people to talk, share ideas and learn about sustainability
> connects and strengthens what already exists ... passions, solutions and resources
>  promotes wellbeing, enhances resilience and reflects our community aspirations

> Participants enjoyed the presenters,  
networking/discussion opportunities, interesting topics 
and learning about new things

>  The majority of participants would likely attend another 
Common Thread session

>  Participants are active in making suggestions to improve 
the venue and presentations

Testimonials
>  Common Thread sessions are a catalyst for new life 

opportunities; one participant has followed a new career 
direction and the other a new volunteer role

What people like about Common Thread.....

>   ‘the value is in connecting with like minded people while 
learning new ways’

> ‘like hearing that other people are also “doing their bit” to 
help the planet’

> ‘inspiring collective activity’

> ‘It acts as encouragement to try new things’

People are committing to the following actions......

> collecting small plastics in a large plastic bottle

> spend more quality time in nature

> be more aware of energy at home and discuss with others

> try to shop more locally

> talk to people about moving from global to local

> further research

Program structure
> Nine events per calendar year (from March to November)

> Variety of formats including; films, presenters and 
workshops

> Each event includes elements to support/encouarage 
people to take action

> Events are free of charge but bookings are required

> Regular time and day each month: 7pm on the 1st 
Wednesday of every month at Marion Cultural Centre

> Promoted through a variety of channels including 
networks, Messenger, social media, posters and flyers 

Outcomes
> 0n average 30-45 people attended each session

> Five out of the nine events were fully booked 

> Variety of topics continue to attract both regular and new 
participants. 50% of  participants are new to Common 
Thread

>   283 people subscribe to our Common Thread email list

>   373 people subscribe to our Green Thymes enewsletter

> Participants have rated the events on average a 4.5 out of 
5 for enjoyment

Evaluation
> Feedback is collected from participants at each session so 

that improvements can be made and community 
suggestions incorporated into the program



Common Thread
>  the program for 2017 included a range of topics and formats

March > Sustainable Living
• A Sustainable Living Super  Session featuring five 

presenters and an activity to make your own natural 
fibre jute scrubber for the kitchen.

• Topics included; Assess your home energy use for 
FREE, Where is your waste coming from? , Ebooks 
and digital magazines, Kefir and Kombucha,and  
Living Smart Course

April >  Nature Wellness
• A presentation on Forest Bathing or ‘Shinrin Yoku’, a 

practice that involves spending time in natural areas  
to enhance health, wellbeing and happiness.

• Presented by Alex Gaut (Conservation Council SA) 
who invited all participants to join her next session.

May > Natural Burials
• A presentation by  Robert Pitt (CEO, Adelaide 

Cemeteries Authority) who spoke about the natural 
burial process, the environmental impact of 
internment and the environmental issues and 
biodiversity values of cemeteries.

June > The Economics of Happiness (movie 
screening)
• A movie screening and post movie discussion.
• The Economics of Happiness describes a world 

moving simultaneously in two opposing directions.  
On one hand, government and big business are 
promoting globalisation and the consolidation of 

power while many communities are coming together  
to re-build more human scale, ecological economies 
based on a new paradigm - an economics of 
localisation.

July > Community Energy in Southern Adelaide
• Community Energy projects are emerging all over 

Australia, where commmunities are advocating for 
greater local and renewable energy supplies

• Heather Smith (community energy expert and Churchill 
Fellowship recipient) spoke about the different 
business models and the unique reasons why 
communities advocate for local projects.

August > Dig a little deeper into compost
• Georgia Pollard (Uni SA PhD candiate) delivered an 

engaging and practical session on different 
composting methods, depending on your situation.

• Participants recieved tips and trick on how to kick-start 
your compost and what to do if it’s not working for you.

September > From Garden to Table - preserving
• Local sustainability advocate, Francoise Prion, 

introduced participants to the Fowlers Vacola method 
of preserving fruit and vegetables.

• People were able to take home some donated jars to 
get a head start on their preserving journey.

October > Gardening, Soil Preparation and 
Urban Farming
• Presentation by Steven Hoepfner (Earthright and 

Wagtail Urban farm) on how to  prepare your soil 
and grow you own tasty organic food packed with 
nutrients.

• Stephen spoke about the journey of setting up and 
running a small urban farm in Marion.

November > Foragaing
•. The Wild Food Huntress (Kate Grigg) introduced 

participants to the common weeds that can be 
added to your dinner plate!

•. People had  a chance to touch, smell and taste a 
number of pre foraged food.
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